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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT), hailed as the enabler
of the next industrial revolution, will require ubiquitous connec-
tivity, context-aware and dynamic service mobility, and extreme
security through the wireless network infrastructure. Artificial
Intelligence (AI), thus, will play a major role in the underlying
network infrastructure. However, a number of challenges will
surface while using the concepts, tools and algorithms of AI in
wireless networks used by IoT. In this article, the main challenges
in using AI in the wireless network infrastructure that facilitate
end-to-end IoT communication are highlighted with potential
generalized solution and future research directions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT), the term first coined by Kevin Ash-
ton in [1], is an extension of network connectivity to physical
devices, such as actuators, sensors and mobile devices, enabled
to interact and communicate among themselves, and can be
controlled or monitored remotely. IoT, hailed as the enabler
of the next industrial revolution, will transform how we view,
interact and use the current physical systems available around
us. It already have major impacts on health care, smart-homes,
manufacturing, commerce, education and many other key areas
of the daily life. The IoT market is undergoing incredible
growth and the IoT industry is projected to grow tenfold
by 2025 [2]. With smart cities in a foreseeable sight having
automated IoT in various forms, such as Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs), smart-homes, e-health devices, and context-
aware Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR)
applications used in daily routines, the underlying communica-
tion networks must evolve to meet their needs. Communication
networks must also support autonomous operations due to
the continuously changing services, unprecedented increase
in network traffic, and increasingly complex security threat
landscape due to the amalgamation of diverse IoT devices and
services. All these challenges further add into increasing the
complexity of network operations.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) with its disciplines, i.e., machine
learning (ML), is the primary enabler of an autonomous
and intelligently operating network. Since the groundbreaking
work of Hinton et al. [3] in 2006 on a fast training method for
deep neural networks, there has been a reinvigorated interest
on neural networks and other ML methods in communication
networks [4]. The application of ML in wireless networks has
been of immense interest and a plethora of research articles
has been published. However, this is just not the first age of AI
where it has attracted a huge attention of research community.
During 70s and 80s, there have been immense enthusiasm and
optimism on AI in cycles, which was followed by periods of
AI winters, a term coined to explain low interest in AI. The
current era of AI is bolstered by advanced semiconductor tech-
nologies and the advent of cloud and distributed computing.
In spite of all these technological advancements, a number
of challenges still remain today in order to successfully
deploy AI based solutions on a competitive basis in wireless
networks. Instead of considering AI as an omnipotent solution,
a cautious approach and a careful comparison against state-of-
the-art solutions is necessary to make the AI-based solutions
applicable and successful in future communication networks.
For capitalizing on IoT, having increasing number of con-
nected diverse devices with emerging smart services, au-
tonomous network operations leveraging AI is inevitable. For
example, the conglomeration of heterogeneous IoT devices
in UAVs, e-health, manufacturing, AR/VR, wearables, and
smart homes through the communication technologies will
make it very difficult to differentiate a security attack from
legitimate traffic, and may not be practically possible or man-
ageable without using AI [5]. Therefore, autonomous network
operations are contemplated to be possible with embedding
and using the concepts, technologies and algorithms of AI in
wireless networks. To avoid repeating the definitions of the
vast number of types and disciplines of AI, in this article
the term AI is referred to techniques that are used to i)
gather (raw) data from the network environment, ii) perform
computation on it (e.g. for classification, training and testing),
and iii) produce intelligent actionable information for the
network. This may include the required systems of supervised,
unsupervised or semi-supervised learning, to name a few.
However, using AI in wireless networks will bring its own
challenges, which may not be worth considering in other fields
such as machine vision and robotics, but highly important in
communication networks, specifically in the case of IoT [6].
For example, gathering the raw data for training the system
incurs network overhead. Storing the raw data requires storage
systems, and in big data, big storage systems are required.
Similarly, performing computation on the data to extract
actionable information requires higher computing resources.
If resources are available in high-end servers in centralized
cloud systems, latency critical applications will be challenged
by the communication latency, besides other factors [7]. In
decentralized systems, sharing data and training models or
parameters of AI algorithms will not only require higher
communication network resources, but also open security
challenges. Hence, using AI in wireless networks has many
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2challenges that are not counted in most of the research in this
direction.
Most of the state-of-the-art research articles attempt to
solve specific challenges using AI in wireless networks while
ignoring the resulting challenges arising as a consequence.
Therefore, major challenges that arise due to using AI in
wireless networks are discussed in this article, mainly from
the point of view of IoT. The main purpose of highlighting
the challenges is twofold. First, to grasp research attention
to the limitations of AI from the perspectives of wireless
networks. For example, wireless channels are prone to errors,
data distribution can be non-uniform keeping in mind the
possibility of unavailability of data due to various reasons such
as jamming attacks, and wireless networks can have limited
capacity such as bandwidth, storage and computing required
for AI. Second, to motivate further research on developing AI-
based solutions that are either specific to wireless networks
or avoid facing situations where solving one problem creates
another in the wireless network infrastructure. For example,
learning from the big data generated by IoT with the help of
AI in the edge might yield the required results, however, the
required storage and processing might be too costly compared
to its benefits. Therefore, how to avoid pitfalls in using AI in
future wireless networks, specifically in the case of IoT, is the
main theme of this article.
II. CHALLENGES POSED BY AI IN THE WIRELESS
NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE
To complement for resource limitations, heterogeneity, and
complexity in IoT on one hand, and big data on the other
hand, various concepts of enhanced computing, storage, link,
and bandwidth are bundled with the concepts, tools and
algorithms of AI. Therefore, huge research efforts are going
on in this direction as presented in [8], [9]. Moreover, new
concepts and disciplines of AI in different network systems
or network services are proposed, discussed, and evaluated
continuously [10]. Fig. 1 presents a generic global network in
which AI is used in different segments, including IoT devices,
and the network that connects diverse IoT devices. However, a
number of challenges will surface in the when AI is used but
proper consideration is not given to the underlying network
architecture and infrastructure. In this section, we discuss the
main challenges that will be on the forefront when AI is used
in future wireless networks. The most common challenges,
related to almost all types of networks as depicted in red in
Fig.1, are described below.
A. Higher communication overhead
Using AI to improve the efficiency of IoT devices, services
offered by IoT devices, or to improve the functionality of the
underlying network used by IoT will have additional commu-
nication overhead. The communication overhead caused by AI
can be attributed to the very basic operating principles of AI
systems. For example, ML systems derive useful information
from (large scale) data that needs to be communicated between
the devices running ML algorithms. To illustrate the extra
communication costs, consider the learning device in Fig. 2
using communication bandwidth and spectrum for observation,
communicating results of the interpreter, and then sharing the
action space with other IoT devices in the environment. Thus,
the communication costs of learning algorithms in ML can be
generically determined by i) number of communication rounds
required to observe or learn the environment (ML algorithm
convergence), ii) number of channels used per communication
round, and iii) bandwidth or spectrum used per channel in a
communication round.
In IoT, the huge amount of diverse data generated by
the massive number of connected IoT devices will require
very high memory and processing resources [11]. Thus, the
limited capacity of IoT devices will force the ML processing
and required storage to other available resources, the most
prominent being the edge nodes, mainly being near to IoT
devices to meet the latency requirements [12]. However, it is
highly challenging in most use-cases of big data generated
by IoT to fit and process the entire data set in the edge as
discussed in [12]. Therefore, two approaches will most likely
be used, first, coordinated distributed processing in multiple
edge nodes, and second, centralized processing in a pool
of larger processing and storage systems such as centralized
cloud systems. In both cases, the communication overhead will
increase much higher than anticipated.
For distributed coordinated processing of ML in multiple
edge nodes, distributed ML, called federated learning, is
proposed [13]. In federated learning, the training data remains
distributed over a large number of nodes. A centralized model
is trained by the distributed nodes performing computation
over their individual data independently [13]. Most distributed
ML systems usually contain a group of server nodes that
manage global parameters, and worker nodes that pull the
latest parameters and push the gradients to server nodes
for update operation. This process of pulling and pushing
the parameters and gradients during the training cause huge
network traffic as demonstrated in [14].
Different ML algorithms for federated learning are evaluated
in [15] that reveal astonishing results. For example, when
the data distribution is non-uniform, the convergence time
of the training model is very high and the accuracy is very
low. Therefore, synchronization of a distributed ML system is
critical in order to accurately update each system to the global
model using fresh information. However, synchronization is
a high-cost operation that require significant communication
rounds for fresh updates for all the participating nodes. Het-
erogeneity in resource capacity of IoT devices, and diversity
in data sets will further increase the communication rounds
in order to synchronize ML among all the participating
nodes [15], [16]. In IoT, as the data sets for learning grow
larger, the models will be more complex and training AI
models will increasingly require distributing the model opti-
mization parameters over multiple machines [13]. As a result,
using AI in large IoT networks with multiple diverse nodes and
heterogeneous links will result in very high communication
overhead costs [17].
The Case of Centralized Cloud Systems: Computation and
storage costs can be minimized by using centralized cloud-
based systems for ML. However, the communication costs in
3Fig. 1. A generic network architecture showing few key areas of AI in IoT and corresponding challenges.
Fig. 2. A simplified reinforcement learning system.
bringing raw data, training model parameters, and later the
outcome of the learning algorithms between the cloud and end-
user devices will consume high link and bandwidth budgets.
Traditional AI algorithms are designed for highly controlled
environments such as data centers, where the assumptions are
that i) the data is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d)
among machines, and ii) high throughput networks are always
available. In wireless networks, both of these assumptions may
not always hold true, requiring frequent re-sending of data
leading to further network resource dedication. Similarly, end-
to-end security procedures might further increase the network
overhead. In summary, for AI-based operations, continuous
gathering of data will be inevitable, dissemination of decisions
must happen, and scaling network resources (e.g. channels
and bandwidth, and access and backhaul networks, etc.) will
pose significant challenges, and more so in the case of AI in
centralized cloud systems.
B. Challenges for Latency-Critical IoT Systems
The dynamic nature of future IoT services will require real-
time computation, ideally near the users, or otherwise with
no observable delays [18]. However, due to low capacity IoT
devices will take considerably longer time for AI processing
within IoT devices. In the case of processing in the edge, it is
concluded by Arjevani et al. [16], that many communication
rounds will be required and still provide worst-case optimum
in minimum assumption situations. In simple words, (raw) data
acquisition, then data analysis and training, and the continuous
feedback loop in ML will introduce much higher delay. Even
traditional (non-ML) iterative or feedback systems are having
challenges in terms of computation and link delays to meet the
real-time requirements of dynamic services and highly mobile
users [19]. Whereas, the delay in training ML models, for
instance in streaming applications, will make it very difficult
to match the latency requirements [20].
An interesting scenario of V2X using federated learning
is evaluated in [21]. The results reveal that in most cases,
even near the user scenarios, the federated learning approach
incurs higher latency. In latency-critical systems such as V2X
communication and tele-surgery, an extremely small delay, for
instance in moving the steering wheel or robotic arm, can
be catastrophic. In [22], a CNN-based object-inference task
4was offloaded to cloud which leads to a 2 s to 5 s latency.
The experiments were run in US and China and the authors
concluded that the variability of latency makes the service
unreliable. Therefore, continuous learning and adjustment of
systems using the apparatus of AI for such critical operations
must ensure latency first.
Furthermore, the limitations in time for usefulness of data
for AI processing, and validity of the outcome of AI mecha-
nisms must be counted. To elaborate these limitations, consider
intrusion detection systems. Analysis of data for intrusion
detection is highly time-sensitive, and if the communication
medium introduces delay, the whole process might be rendered
useless [23]. Investigating distributed ML systems, [14] reveals
that network communication consumes more time by an order
of magnitude than computation to train ML models. Similarly,
the completeness of data required within the time frame to
make observations on is also crucial. The question holds
true for observation-oriented or data-oriented decision-making
systems of any kind. Therefore, latency in such systems is as
crucial as the validity or accuracy of the system. This can
be further clarified with the example of object recognition
through deep learning, as described in [24]. Images for object
recognition tasks processed locally consume seven W energy,
and when processed in cloud it consumed two W energy.
However, the latency goes well beyond the constraints of 500
ms. It took between two seconds to five seconds of time when
processed in the cloud. Therefore, it is concluded in [24] that
for real-time deep learning tasks, cloud is not yet a viable
solution due to higher latency.
The Case of Industrial Control Systems: Industrial Control
Systems (ICSs) have very complex requirements such as low
latency, high reliability, security and safety, and 5G seems
to be promising from many aspects as highlighted in [25].
The requirements of ICSs are different than other systems and
services, for example, the bandwidth requirements for data
transmission can be as low as few bytes, whereas the latency
requirements for real-time control messages in production and
manufacturing can be as strict as 250 micro seconds [26].
Albeit ICSs are moving towards distributed automated sys-
tems, distributed systems connected through communication
networks have a considerable delay mainly due to the inter-
working architectures from access to core networks. Only
the core network in 4G cellular system introduces a 39 ms
delay to contact the gateway towards the Internet [26]. The
measurements reported in [26] are in two cells and low traffic
scenario. In peak hours, the delay can further grow up to
85ms. Even though the delay can be minimized for instance
by localizing various network functions in the Edge in 5G, no
significant change is made for traffic reaching outer networks.
Hence, adding ML in ICSs will add further delay which raises
serious concerns about the benefits of ML in ICSs.
C. Challenges in Routing and Network Traffic Control
Even though AI has been proposed for routing, traditional
AI/ML techniques such as artificial neural networks have
evident shortcomings in terms of scalability and computation
efficiency when considered for routing [27]. Measuring the
benefits of using deep learning-based routing vs traditional
OSPF routing mechanism in [28], the results reveal that
OSPF yields the same throughput and average delay when
the signaling interval between routers is more than a certain
threshold. However, counting the computational and storage
resources, straightforward OSPF is a better option for the
core and backhaul networks, where changes are less likely
compared to the dynamics in access networks. Furthermore,
mutating or changing IP addresses or packet header fields for
either security attacks, or preventing security attacks [29] will
further challenge the phenomenon of learning, and may lead
to continuous feedback loops for finding the best route.
A lot of research efforts are dedicated to using AI in dy-
namic networks. Dynamic networks have frequently changing
topologies that require frequent sharing of information among
nodes in the network. An example of dynamic networks is
MANETs, which are composed of resource constrained mobile
devices. MANETs are formed randomly and spuriously by
freely moving nodes. Thus, the routing protocols usually have
higher overhead due to dissemination of topology information,
as well as sharing information because of transient disruptions
during routing protocol convergence [30]. However, the con-
stantly changing topologies lead to continuous arrival of new
information. Such systems behave like a closed loop system
making it hard for the learning algorithms to converge within
the latency constraints.
The Case of Software Defined Networking: Since tradi-
tional network traffic control systems heavily rely on pre-
defined policies hardwired in the data plane devices, new
solutions such as Software Defined Networking (SDN) have
been sought to minimize manual configurations and enable
run-time changes in network policies. SDN splits the network
control-data planes, centralizes the network control plane, and
enables programmability of the network equipment. Thus,
SDN enables dynamicity in communication networks, which is
required in wireless networks to cope with sudden changes in
user behavior, network traffic, and air interfaces. Therefore,
ML-based management of complex network systems, and
ML-based route selection in SDN, according to the traffic
requirements of different applications have been proposed
in [31], and [32] respectively. Hence, AI-based network traffic
control in SDN has gained research attraction recently mainly
to cope with the dynamicity of mobile nodes, diverse services
and increasing traffic variations.
Even though SDN provides promising solutions to many
challenges, it has its own inherent challenges of scalability
and security, mainly due to the centralized control architec-
ture [33]. In simple words, the centralized SDN controllers
need to be scalable enough to install flow rules in the entire
data plane under its control within latency constraints. In
terms of resilience, [34] reveals that it is hard to achieve
carrier grade requirement of restoration within 50ms in large
OpenFlow networks. However, using AI in SDN will require
either adding software modules to the controller or adding an
application on top of the control plane. In both situations, the
controller involvement in the data plane will further increase
by consistently feeding information (e.g., flow patterns, flow
statistics, or samples of packets) to AI algorithms. Hence,
5using AI in SDN without giving proper consideration to its
inherent limitations will further increase its challenges.
D. Challenges in caching
Network caching systems temporarily store data or infor-
mation near the users in order to minimize redundant network
traffic [35]. Traditionally a router, for example, would cache
data that has higher requests or frequently passes through
it. However, the explosion of big data from IoT will really
challenge the fundamentals of in-network caching. AI-based
system have been proposed to enable the network to learn
which data or information to cache [36]. However, using AI
within the network devices, e.g. routers and switches, will
consume resources meant for storing routing procedures and
paths, and access control lists, etc. For example, in [37]
the authors proposed content caching using deep learning
in SDN. Considering the OpenFlow standard of SDN used
in the analysis, OpenFlow switches have limited capacity to
store unsolicited flows until the controller updates the flow
tables, and in some cases have limited capacity to store flow
rules [33]. Furthermore, the SDN controllers have serious
scalability challenges, and therefore various hierarchical and
distributed control plane architectures have been proposed,
as described in [33]. Albeit these limitations, the authors
in [37] suggest sending the prediction output of the deep
learning algorithm to the controller so that the controller
knows popularity of the contents in the network it manages.
The humongous increase in the number, types and services of
IoT will increase the amounts and types of popular content.
Hence, using AI algorithms on the content within the network
will require a drastic increase in memory size, as well as
processing capability to meet the requirements of real-time
services. Therefore, content caching in the edge is proposed
that has its own limitations and challenges as described below.
The Case of Edge Resources vs Data Growth: Partial or
full storage, and processing in the edge is proposed to deal
with varying and massive amount of data under the constraints
of time-validity or duration, e.g., for useful information re-
trieval from raw data, and generating actionable information
or intelligence. However, the main question, usually ignored,
is that how much storage and processing will be required?
Many evaluations of edge-enabled deep learning, such as
discussed in [12], consider the maximum data size of a task
as low as 1 Mbps and increases the number of edge nodes
for processing the data by many numbers at a time (10-90 for
1000 tasks). Having said that, the user experienced data rates
in 5G are expected to be 1 Gbps in downlink, 500 Mbps in
uplink, and capacity targets can be as high as 15Tbps/km2
with 250 thousand user devices in a square kilometer [38].
Currently, the data size of medium-level operators easily
exceeds 100s of terabytes, and will further increase since video
traffic (4K, 8K, 3D video, 360-degree video) will account
for around 75% of traffic by 2023 according to the GSM
alliance. For example, the AT&T network carries more than
200 petabytes a day. Keeping these facts in mind, the main
challenge in the edge is the computation needed for real-time
analysis of raw data generated by end-user devices and IoT,
mainly due to the diversity of applications generating different
traffic. Traditional ML, however, requires full access to data
sets with centralized computing through ultra-fast chipset,
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), connected through up to
256 Gbps connections. Thus, specific processing units, such as
tensor processing units [39] are required that will be capable
of matching with the quantity of data passing through the
networks. Keeping such huge amounts of data within the
networked devices, or even in edge nodes for AI processing
will be highly challenging.
E. Security and Privacy Challenges
The application of AI for IoT security has got a lot of
momentum in recent years. AI is typically used for discovering
a pattern in existing data, detecting outliers, predicting values
or feature extraction which are all very crucial tools to secure
IoT devices and network. The main objective of using AI
for IoT security is detecting a security breach which can be
divided into three categories according to [5]: (1) malware
detection, (2) intrusion detection, (3) data anomaly detection.
For example, in [40], the authors presented a linear SVM
based android malware detection for reliable IoT devices. An
example of intrusion detection can be found in [41] where
the authors applied a two tier classification mechanism based
on Naive Bayes and K-Nearest Neighbor to prevent intrusion
detection of an IoT network. An example of data anomaly
detection is presented in [42] where the authors propose using
ANN in an IoT gateway to detect anomalies in the data sent
from the edge devices. We invite interested readers to go
through [5] to learn more about the AI schemes for security
purposes.
A key question for using AI in the context of IoT security
is how to generate a high-quality training dataset containing
possible attack types and patterns. A high quality training
dataset is essential for the accuracy of AI schemes. A diverse
training dataset containing information that reflects all the
strategies of real world attacks is required for successful
deployment of AI methods for IoT security. However, due to
a large number of devices generating large volumes of data, a
real-time high quality data streaming and extraction remains
a challenge. In addition, extracting a reliable dataset through
collaboration of different devices can also be challenging due
to a wide diversity of IoT devices. Most publications on AI for
IoT security are applied for high-quality data. For example, the
intrusion detection mechanism of [41] use NSL-KDD dataset
to train and validate the AI scheme. However, the NSL-KDD
may not be a perfect representative of existing real networks.
Due to the amalgamation of a large number of heterogeneous
devices in an IoT network, the effect of noise and interference
can corrupt a dataset. Therefore, AI methods based on high-
quality datasets to secure IoT are highly infeasible. It should be
noted that acquiring dataset for training in the context of IoT
security is more difficult than for image or natural language
processing.
ML techniques such as supervised learning, unsupervised
learning, and reinforcement learning based approaches for IoT
authentication, access control, secure offloading, and malware
6detection schemes are studied in [43]. The authors conclude
that both supervised and unsupervised learning methods for
IoT security have serious challenges of oversampling, lack of
sufficient training data, and bad feature extractions. Supervised
learning-based intrusion detection systems have, sometimes,
miss-detection rates that cannot be neglected in IoT systems.
RL-based system can cause network disaster for IoT systems
at the beginning stage of learning, i.e., exploring bad security
policies to achieve optimal strategies. The optimal solution in
such cases is to have backup security mechanisms to protect
IoT systems during the exploration stage of the learning
processes [43].
Another key challenge is the inherent security flaws of tra-
ditional AI mechanisms. Firstly, adversaries can feed polluted
training data during training and reduce the performance of AI
schemes. This attack is commonly known as poisoning attack.
Secondly, an adversary can feed feasible new inputs in an
attempt to evade detection, which is known as evasion attack.
Thirdly, adversaries can create their own AI models by public
API and refine their own model using it as a guide. Therefore,
security of an AI scheme itself needs to be taken into account
before using it to secure IoT systems and devices. Several
techniques such as, data sanitization, adversaries retraining and
homomorphic encryption exists to make an AI scheme more
secure against its inherent security flaws. The security flaws
of AI algorithms and their countermeasures are presented in
detail in [44].
In [45], some basic questions are put forward regarding the
use of AI in security systems. Comparing the use of AI in other
disciplines, Sommer et al. [45] state that it is not only harder
to use AI for intrusion detection, but the premise of using AI
to find novel attacks does not hold true. The reason is simple;
AI algorithms typically use previous experiences or knowledge
to build decisions upon, whereas, for novel attacks the system
may not have prior data or information available. Another key
question is how to intervene once an IoT device is discovered
to be part of a DDoS attack. Removing the device from the
network might not be possible, mainly if it is a critical device.
Most AI methods just focus on detecting an attack and do not
address the mechanism of rectifying this situation.
The Case of Privacy: Privacy with its all potential colors
such as legal, ethical, moral, is likely to get exposed in the era
of AI controlled networks. For example, in [46] the authors
propose to harness user behavior, social relationships, and
other personal attributes from social networks for proactive
caching in the edge. Similarly, AI algorithms themselves can
leak sensitive information when they are subjected to security
attacks [47]. The adversary can perform inverse operation to
attain the input data, such as, patient medical information, user
fingerprint or customer purchase record. Therefore, preserving
privacy in the age of AI will be challenging from both the
algorithmic security and human invasions perspective. There
are various approaches now emerging to safeguard privacy
of user data, such as differential privacy models [44], and
encoding and shuffling algorithms [48]. However, privacy
requires more regulatory efforts as well, since in most cases
the privacy challenges arise on the operator or service provider
sides [49].
F. System Complexity Challenges
Deploying AI in communication networks will further in-
crease the complexity of the system, if the implementation
is carried out as we see currently: implement case-specific
ML to achieve one objective, ignoring other objectives or
end-to-end network goals. Hence, one of the main challenges
that remain at the forefront is that the research on using
AI in wireless networks is optimizing one objective while
overlooking other constraints such as latency, link, storage,
and processing overhead. For example, increasing spectral ef-
ficiency using reinforcement learning is proposed in [50]. The
cost of information sharing, storing and processing while using
the proposed mechanism in real world or large networks is
not mentioned. Looking at the overall network performance or
end-to-end network objectives, little attention is paid towards
a cross-layered approach, as shown in Fig. 3 in which AI in
one layer could also benefit or help in optimization in another
layer. Even more so, the negative effects of using AI in one
layer over the performance in other layers is rarely considered.
For example, the increased latency in finding the optimal route
using ML on scheduling in MAC and physical layers are not
properly investigated. Due to resource (power, storage, and
processing) constraints, a massive number of IoT devices will
simply transmit data without performing heavy computation,
e.g., for compression or encryption. This will require the
upper layers to cooperate to adaptively compress or encrypt
data. In mobile IoT nodes, the cross-layer interaction, e.g., for
channel or topology selection, from physical to application
layer will require synchronization of all layers not only to
minimize challenges faced by IoT but also to facilitate end-to-
end communication. To properly elaborate the system design
complexity, below we describe using ML in digital transceiver
design as an example.
The Case of Communication Signal Processing: A com-
munication infrastructure for IoT consists of a central entity,
commonly a base station, to handle the traffic of tens or hun-
dreds of IoT devices. The main challenge for the base station is
to enable access of a unknown subset of IoT devices at a given
instant. Thus, there is a need for efficient signal processing im-
plementation on the base station side. On the other hand, many
IoT devices will not require complex signal processing as
they do not support multi-antenna communications or complex
channel coding. Due to the nature of transceiver algorithms, it
is difficult to justify the use of ML techniques to replace the
conventional signal processing algorithms. The current signal
processing algorithms are typically designed analytically using
statistics, mathematical optimization and information theory.
The algorithms based on such techniques are well established
and can provide optimal performance. However, many of such
algorithms are based on the assumption of a simple and linear
system model [51]. For example, most beamformer or precoder
for a wireless transmitter are based on the assumption that
a perfect channel state information (CSI) is available at the
transmitter side. However, it is highly unusual to obtain a
perfect CSI at the transmitter. In this scenario, a ML based
beamformer or precoder can be used which is not dependent
on perfect CSI. Thus, the application of AI is perfectly justified
7Fig. 3. An example of layer-wise AI implementation.
for transceiver blocks that are highly non-linear in nature
and where the mathematical model is far from perfection.
However, there are many sub-optimal solutions available for
transceiver algorithms, which are suitable for implementa-
tion with satisfactory error-rate performance. The sub-optimal
equalization algorithms, such as, zero-forcing, or minimum
mean-square error (MMSE) can reach to near-optimal level for
massive MIMO systems when the ratio between the number of
antennas in a BS and number of users is relatively large [52].
It is difficult to justify the application of AI techniques when
a sub-optimal algorithm can provide satisfactory performance.
To summarize, AI will continue to excel for non-linear signal
processing applications like digital pre-distortion which is used
to compensate for the non-linearities of a power amplifier.
On the other hand, the sub-optimal algorithms can provide
very good performance with feasible complexity for many
applications. Therefore, more research is necessary to make
the AI solutions competitive against those applications.
In most research areas, the processing power required for
ML algorithms is not a big hindrance anymore due to the
advent of cloud and distributed computing. However, the
requirements for digital signal processing are significantly
more stringent than traditional applications. Besides, most of
the computing required for the physical layer of telecommu-
nications are still carried out by embedded platforms. Some
parts of the processing, for example, part of the baseband
units, can be transferred to the cloud. In spite of that, the
remote radio head (RRU) unit requires highly complex on-
site computations, which has to be carried out by embedded
computing platforms. Thus, the high complexity of sophisti-
cated AI techniques introduces new challenges for the RRUs.
We now try to provide an intuitive discussion on the
complexity of the neural networks and how they fare against
traditional signal processing algorithms with a use case. In
general, the Neural Networks require large number matrix
calculations. A Nl = 3 layer fully connected feed-forward
NN can be represented as
y = f(W3 g(W2 h(W1x+ b1) + b2) + b3) (1)
where h, g and f are different activation functions for different
layers [53]. The weight matrices for the layers are represented
as W1, W2 and W3 and the bias for the layers are represented
as b1, b2 and b3. The input and output vectors of this network
is denoted as x and y. It can be seen from the equation that the
neural network requires three matrix-vector multiplications.
The complexity of a n × n matrix and n × 1 vectors can
be denoted by n2 and thus, the neural network has a Nln2
complexity if we only consider the matrix multiplications.
Here, we assumed each layer has n number of neurons to
simplify the comparison.
The training or learning process to know appropriate
weights is a key part of neural networks and the performance
of the network is heavily dependent on the methods used for
training. The most common training or learning scheme for
a NN is known as Backpropagation, which follows Gradient
Descent approach that exploits the chain rule. The backprop-
agation traverses through the same nodes and layers and thus,
the number of multiplications after updating the weights is
the same as the forward propagation. Therefore, for a 3-
layer NN, the total number of operations can be expressed as,
2Nln
2. However, the NN requires a large number of iterations
of forward and backward propagation to achieve required
accuracy for the weights and thus the complexity of the NN
training can be expressed as T (2Nln2), where T is the number
of iterations.
A least-square solution, which is commonly used in many
transceiver operations, requires matrix inversion, which has a
complexity of n3 for traditional applications. For large values
of n, the n3 complexity is higher than the complexity of a
forward and backward propagation, i.e. Nln2 [53]. In spite
of the difference, the number of operations for a forward-
backward pass of a NN and a matrix inversion is still com-
parable. However, as the value T is typically very large, for
example, in hundreds of thousands or in millions, the time
required to train a network is too high and impractical. If
we take T into account, the numbers of operations are not
significantly higher than least-square solutions. It should be
noted that, once trained, the network can run faster than
a traditional least-square solution. A NN trained for multi-
antenna symbol detection is proposed in [54]. Even though
the network can achieve ML performance, it took two days
to train the network to properly function as a MIMO detector.
These two days required to train the network can render the
ML detector useless for many scenarios.
8III. ROADMAP: GENERALIZED GLOBAL AI
ARCHITECTURE
Even though there exists a plethora of research on us-
ing AI in communication networks for different use-cases,
applications, network functions and segments, little efforts
are put on visualizing the holistic network architecture. The
major benefit of the holistic network view is to attain the
end-to-end goals without having situations where achieving
one objective leads to a compromise on another. In addition,
having a global network view is vital to efficient utilization of
available resources throughout a network. Therefore, a global
network architecture using AI is presented in Fig. 4. The three-
tier architecture represents autonomous and intelligent network
operations leveraging AI in each tier, as well as across the three
tiers in order to maintain synchronized AI-based operations in
the entire network for different IoT services.
In Fig. 4, the user environments comprises end-user devices
(IoT devices) and IoT networks that use AI to improve its
performance. Due to limitations of IoT devices such as pro-
cessing and storage, edge (or MEC) platforms are used when
higher resources for AI operations are needed. Since edge
platforms still represent distributed operations with limited
capabilities, centralized cloud systems are proposed for two
major reasons. First, to maintain global network view includ-
ing AI operations in order to maintain synchronized operations
throughout the network. Second, to provide higher resources
when the edge platforms fall short of resources. On one
hand, the communication network infrastructure using diverse
technologies from radio access technologies to the application
layer facilitates AI operations throughout the network, i.e.,
from end-user environments to the centralized cloud systems.
On the other hand, AI is used in the communication network
infrastructure to improve end-to-end goals of the network.
Therefore, it can be seen in Fig. 4 that AI is used through out
the network, connecting many IoT networks, edge platforms
and centralized cloud systems. Fig. 5 represents the three tier
network architecture visualizing how in practice AI will be
used in a large network, such as shown in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 5, the local network represents a network of IoT
devices, which in most cases have very limited resources,
e.g., storage, computing and transceiver capabilities. Edge
networks comprise edge nodes, each node is near to an IoT
network to meet latency constraints, and have more resources
compared to local IoT networks. The centralized cloud serves
many edge networks and have higher resources to serve the
entire (global) network. The resources available within each
network, i.e. local IoT and edge networks, are visible in the
centralized control system, much like the data plane resources
being visible in the SDN control plane. Since the tools and
algorithms of AI require data, and a common assumption is
that the more the data is, the better the results will be [11], it is
highly likely that the needed resources are not available locally
or in the edge. In that case, requests must be sent to high-
resourced centralized cloud systems to fulfill the requirements
of processing and storage. Thus, AI procedures throughout the
entire network are carried out in the following three steps:
1) Local resource discovery: Before initializing an AI pro-
cedure, a local resource discovery procedure is carried
out. If the resources, such as storage and computing,
are available locally, the process is carried out within
the local IoT network.
2) Edge resource discovery: If the local IoT network re-
sources are not enough, the resource discovery procedure
in the edge layer will be carried out. If the resources
in the edge are enough and are available for the AI
procedure, edge resources will be allocated and all the
processing will happen in the edge layer. It is important
to note that link and bandwidth resources will also count
for sending the (possibly raw) data, training parameters,
and decisions back and forth between the local IoT
network and the edge nodes.
3) Central cloud resource discovery: If the edge resources
fall short, the resource discovery and allocation proce-
dure will be carried out in the central cloud. Thus, the
AI processing will happen in the centralized cloud, and
even more network resource will be consumed in this
case.
Such globally optimized network architecture will have the
potential to avoid many challenges described in the previous
section. For example, localized IoT-based AI processing yields
benefits such as low bandwidth consumption and meeting
the requirements of latency, as evaluated for wireless sensor
networks in [55]. The edge nodes are involved for two major
reasons, first, the resources in IoT or local networks are not
capable (fall short) to perform the tasks, and second, the
latency constraints do not allow to perform the tasks in the
centralized cloud systems as elaborated in [12]. Yet, the edge
nodes have challenges in terms of resources mainly due to the
humongous growth of data as well as distributed ML required
for distributed services that require global aggregation of, for
instance, data and learning parameters [56]. Since most of
the IoT environments are dynamic and evolving, the learning
models are bound to evolve, which can also create challenges
in synchronizing and monitoring multiple edge nodes [57].
Therefore, a dynamic architecture capable to synchronize mul-
tiple edge nodes through a centralized control and monitoring
system, as depicted in Fig. 4, is required. In the proposed
architecture, the concepts of intelligent service decoupling for
enabling mobility of AI systems (e.g. AI system running as
a virtual function) between multiple edge nodes, and between
edge nodes and centralized monitoring and control systems is
visualized. Intelligent AI services for IoT can be decoupled
much like Network Function Virtualization (NFV) with the
unique requirements of IoT and AI, as elaborated in [58].
AI system or service mobility, along with synchronizing the
needed AI processing among multiple edge nodes [56], can
be achieved through the novel technological development in
communication and computing technologies such as SDN and
MEC, as explained with examples in [59]. The hierarchical
architecture is beneficial in terms of proactive catching without
draining the local and edge resources or compromising the
latency constraints, as evaluated in [60].
9Fig. 4. AI operations in an AI-based communication network infrastructure.
Fig. 5. Resource discovery for AI based operations.
IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
AI with its many disciplines, tools and algorithms, will play
an important role to efficiently utilize the available network
resources for IoT through autonomous network operations.
However, deploying AI mechanisms need proper investigation
of the resulting consequences in terms of different performance
indicators. Furthermore, the effects of using AI in one service
over the other, and one network segment for function over the
other must also be properly investigated. For example, raw
data gathering, processing it, and disseminating the resulting
information or decisions of AI can increase communication
overhead resulting in network congestion, or induce delays in
different network functions such as routing or access control.
Therefore, it is highly important to investigate the resulting
challenges in the underlying network infrastructure due to
integrating the mechanisms of AI in communication network
infrastructures that will be used by IoT. The major challenges
discussed throughout this article are summarized in Table
II with the most important references. The challenges are
presented with respect to using AI within IoT devices, within a
localized network of IoT, edge level AI that runs AI procedures
in the edge nodes, and centralized cloud level AI in which high
performance cloud infrastructures are used for AI processing.
The challenges are given different levels, from low, medium
and high, to give an insight into its severity, based on the
references.
Certain measures taken according to the context, the net-
work infrastructure, and available resources can help us use the
mechanisms of AI more effectively. Comparing the require-
ments, for instance, time-sensitivity of applications vs benefits
of using the disciplines of AI either in the local IoT network
or in the centralized cloud systems might provide better
conclusions. For example, latency-critical applications need to
use the concepts of service migration (AI processing) from the
central cloud to edge or local IoT gateways. In this case, AI
must be bundled with efficient service migration techniques
and slice elasticity to increase or decrease resources (e.g. in
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF CHALLENGES IN WIRELESS NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE LEVERAGING AI FOR IOT.
Challenges IoT Environment References
IoT Device Localized AI Edge Level AI Cloud Level AI
Communication Overhead Low Low Medium High [17], [15], [16], [11]
End-to-End Latency Low Low Medium High [24], [19], [20], [21], [22]
Security Challenges Low High High High [61], [45], [62]
Caching and Memory High High Medium Low [39], [23]
Network Traffic Control High High Medium Low [27], [28], [30]
System Complexity High High Medium Low [54], [51]
*Challenge levels or severity represented by Low, Medium, and High.
the edge nodes) accordingly. Therefore, the holistic view of
the global network infrastructure and available resources will
be highly beneficial. However, further research is necessary in
the following communication network-specific areas to reap
the full benefits of AI.
AI-based approaches within the bandwidth, spectrum,
and latency constraints: It is foreseeable that the number of
end-user devices will grow exponentially in future wireless
networks, having different traffic patterns, and mostly prone
to security challenges [63]. Hence, how to efficiently use the
existing allocated bandwidth and spectrum resources while not
compromising on the required data rates, QoS and QoE, will
be a huge challenge. AI based approaches, which can predict
the traffic growth and flash traffic, proactively move services
between edge and centralized cloud systems, and dynamically
allocate resources will definitely yield better results. However,
more research is needed to develop AI mechanisms that can
be trained quickly and effectively with less data in order to
consume less bandwidth or spectrum resources.
AI-based security approaches for AI-based security chal-
lenges: Conventionally, using AI for improving network secu-
rity is highly researched, but on the contrary, e.g., using AI for
security attacks on network entities, must also be investigated.
Security attacks leveraging AI can be more challenging to
detect, or stop as demonstrated in [62], and described in [61].
Similarly, AI needs data, and data needs privacy. Therefore,
AI based approaches to secure resources and data from AI
based security threats and privacy issues represent interesting
challenges that need further research.
Meeting the caching requirements in times of Big Data:
Using the tools of Big Data analytics require resources such
as storage, computing and link capacities. However, finding
early enough if the data can be counted as Big Data will lead
better selection of technologies for the purpose, as described
in [23]. Now that resources near the users, i.e., edge clouds,
are gaining footprints in communication networks, scaling the
resources up for Big Data will eventually not pose major
challenges. However, further research is required to enable
using AI on Big Data near near the data sources within the
resource constraints.
Network abstraction to cope with complexity: Abstracting
the underlying network infrastructure, from services that will
use it, will simplify the network to be used for any kind
of services. Granular, event-driven control of the network
elements through high-level policies, and avoiding low-level
configurations has been enabled by SDN [64]. The same
mechanisms, i.e., functional split and abstraction, have been
proposed for the radio access technologies, however, further
research is required on the MIMO side. Abstraction in IoT
has driven research and industry interests also, as seen from
the Pelion IoT platform. Leveraging AI in the same fashion,
AI-as-a-service whenever and wherever needed in a network,
will result in the same benefits without increasing complexity
of the overall system, which needs further research.
V. CONCLUSION
AI has gained a research momentum in wireless networks
to cope with the increasingly complex nature of diverse IoT
devices and services. However, most state-of-the-art research
takes the concepts of AI from other mature technologies
such as robotics and computer vision as it is and use it
to solve different complex challenges faced by IoT devices
and services, as well as the underlying network serving IoT.
Such right-away use of the concepts of AI in the wireless
network infrastructure gives rise to many challenges. In this
article, the main challenges are highlighted with potential
solutions and open research issues that need further research.
The main objective of this work is to drive attention for
future research towards wireless network-specific design of the
concepts, tools, algorithms, and even disciplines of AI for the
communication of IoT. Furthermore, generic requirements of
an IoT wireless network are highlighted to elaborate the need
and integration points of the concepts of AI into the wireless
network infrastructure used by IoT. The challenges arising
in each integration point of AI and wireless networks are
discussed. A generalized conceptual framework, as a roadmap,
is suggested that could solve most of the challenges with novel
technological concepts used for network programmability,
global network resource visibility, and granular control of
network and AI functions.
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